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Abstract: We describe the participation of the
University of Amsterdam’s ILPS group in the Session track at TREC 2011.
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Introduction

The stream of interactions created by a user engaging with a
search system contains a wealth of information. For retrieval
purposes, previous interactions can help inform us about a
user’s current information need. Building on this intuition,
our contribution to this TREC year’s session track focuses
on session modeling and learning to rank using session information. In this paper, we present and compare three complementary strategies that we designed for improving retrieval
for a current query using previous queries and clicked results: probabilistic session modeling, semantic query modeling, and implicit feedback.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we detail
our approach in Section 2, followed by our retrieval setup in
Section 3. We describe our results in Section 4 and end with
a concluding section.

2

Modeling Sessions and Queries, and
Learning from Feedback

Here we describe our three strategies for session-based
search: probabilistic session modeling, semantic query modeling, and implicit feedback. Before we start, we fix our
notation and terminology. We use qm to denote the current
query and I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , im−1 } to denote the set of past interactions, where each interaction in is associated with a query
qn , a set of displayed result snippets Rn and a set of clicked
result snippets Cn .

2.1

Probabilistic Session Modeling

Our probabilistic session modeling strategy uses interpolation to combine results from the current query with results
from previously issued queries and with results from previously displayed or clicked snippets. Our experiments use
progressively increasing amounts of session information:

first previously issued queries, then previously displayed result snippets, and then previously clicked result snippets.
They are aimed at answering the following research questions:
• Does incorporating results from previously issued
queries improve performance for the current query?
• Does incorporating results from previously displayed
result snippets improve performance for the current
query?
• Does incorporating results from previously clicked
result snippets improve performance for the current
query?
To form a query from a set of displayed or clicked result
snippets, we apply RM-1 [6].
Our session modeling approach is based on the FixInt approach of Shen et al. [10]. However, instead of creating new
query models, we model the sessions at the document level.
We calculate P(qm |d), the probability of qm given a document d, and P(in |d), the probability of each prior interaction
given d. We calculate P(N |d), the probability of the current
information need N , by combining these probabilities using
an interpolation parameter α such that:
P(N |d) = α · P(qm |d) + (1 − α) ·

∑m−1
n=1 P(in |d)
.
|I|

(1)

As α increases, previous interactions are given less weight.
When α = 1, only the results from the current query are
taken into account. All previous interactions are given equal
weight, normalizing by the number of previous interactions.
Further, we model an interaction as a combination of a
past query qn issued by the user, and a feedback query fn
formed from either Rn or Cn , depending on the experimental
condition. We interpolate these results again, using a second
parameter β:
P(in |d) = β · P(qn |d) + (1 − β) · P( fn |d).

(2)

Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1, we obtain
P(N |d) = α · P(qm |d)
+

(3)

(1 − α) · ∑m−1
n=1 β · P(qn |d) + (1 − β) · P( f n |d)
|I|

.

When β = 1, only the results from the user-issued query are
taken into account, and conversely, when β = 0, only results
from the feedback query are taken into account. We determine α and β by optimizing on the training data as described
in Section 3.3.

2.2

Semantic Query Modeling

Wikipedia provides a rich and extensive source of information, not only in terms of content but also in terms of more
structural information, such as the hyperlinks between articles. We implemented a novel algorithm that leverages
the anchor texts of incoming hyperlinks to Wikipedia articles, including not only “normal” hyperlinks, but also redirects and alternative titles of pages. It does so in two steps.
First, the anchor texts are used to identify and score relevant Wikipedia articles for all possible term n-grams in a
query [7, 8]. Then, for each of these articles, we again use
the incoming anchor texts. In this step, however, we use
them to determine the parameters of a language model for
each article. The language models are subsequently combined for all n-grams in the query, yielding as end result a
semantically-informed language model of the query, i.e., a
semantic query model (SQM).

2.3

Learning from Implicit Feedback

Our implicit feedback strategy uses machine learning to
combine different ranking features, building on previous
work in the area of online learning to rank from implicit
feedback [3, 4]. We experiment with two learning strategies:
(1) learning from explicit relevance judgments on an external collection, and (2) learning from previous result clicks
on previous results in the same session and other sessions.
Our experiments compare these two strategies to address the
following research questions:
• Do weights tuned on an external collections carry over
to the TREC session task?
• Do the clicks included with the TREC session data provide enough information for effective learning to rank?
• How do weights tuned using learning to rank from implicit feedback compare to those tuned on an external
collection?
For both learning strategies we use the same implementation
of an online learning to rank algorithm. Training data is constructed from either the external collection or click data observed on previous user interactions. The data is then used to
learn weights for linear weighted combinations of the ranking features. To generate the final result list to be presented
to the user, we apply the learned weight vector to the current query. Below, we detail the methods used to construct
training data, the learning algorithm, features, and research
questions.

Constructing training data In runs using an external collection, we constructed training instances from the data provided for the TREC 2009 Million Query track [1]. We used
relevance assessments from the last queries of training sessions we constructed, see Section 3.3. In preliminary experiments, we found that best results were obtained when using all pairs of documents where one document was judged
somewhat relevant (relevance grade 1), and the other document was judged highly relevant (grade 2). We extracted
all such document pairs and trained our learning algorithm
on all resulting data. As the algorithm is stochastic, we ran
it repeatedly and selected the best weight vector to generate
the results.
For the run using click data, we extract pair-wise preference relations, following [5]. In this approach, result documents that were clicked and presented at a lower rank than
other, non-clicked documents, can be inferred to be more
relevant than these non-clicked documents. Here, we extract
all pairs that can be constructed in this way from all sessions.
Thus, given a document result list that was presented to a
user in response to a query, and for which one or more clicks
on documents were observed, we construct all possible ordered document pairs X, and infer labels Y (x) ∈ {−1, +1}
for those pairs for which one document was clicked while
the other was not (pairs for which neither, or both documents
were clicked are discarded).
During learning, we use two sets of training data. Global
training instances XG include all pair-wise preference relations inferred for all but the current target session (similar to
leave-one-out). Local training instances XL include all training instances extracted for the current session (if available).
Features To facilitate learning that can generalize over
documents and queries, we use a feature φ(d|q) representation that encodes the relationship between queries q and documents d. To apply pair-wise learning to rank we then represent pairs of documents by the difference of their feature
vectors, such that xi = φ(di1 |q) − φ(di2 |q). As the amount
of training data is fairly limited, we limited ourselves to the
following three features:
• standard retrieval scores for the current query on the
anchor text,
• scores returned by the run UvAmodeling.RL[1-3], and
• scores returned by the run UvAsemantic.RL[1-3].
Learning to rank Given a set of observed data (X, Y)
for P document pairs, we apply the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm defined by Zhang [11, Algorithm
2.1]. This algorithm finds a weight vector ŵ that minimizes
the empirical loss:
#
"
λ
1 P
2
(4)
ŵ = arg min
∑ L(w, xi , yi ) + 2 ||w||2 ,
w
P i=0

where L(w, x, y) is a loss function, in this case the hinge loss,
and the last term is a regularization term. The algorithm was
shown to perform competitvely on standard learning to rank
datasets [9]. Here, we follow the implementation provided
in sofia-ml.1 For each observed training sample (xt , yt ), this
algorithm updates the weight vector wt using the update rule
wt+1 = wt + ηyt xt − ηλw. We use the unregularized version
of this algorithm (by setting λ = 0) and use a small constant
η = 0.0005.
Finally, a given weight vector w is applied directly to the
extracted feature vectors for given document-query pairs to
compute ranking scores S = wφ(D|q). Documents are sorted
by this score to obtain a result ranking [5].

3

Experimental Setup

3.1

UvAmodeling Run based on explicit modeling. All runs are
created according to Equation 3. Weight parameters are
determined using the training collection.
RL1 Use current query only: α = 1
RL2 Use current query and previous queries, but no
result snippets: α = 0.6, β = 1
RL3 Use current query, previous queries, and previous
displayed results: α = 0.6, β = 0.9
RL4 Use current query, previous queries, and previous
clicked results: α = 0.4, β = 0.1
UvAsemantic Run based on semantic query modeling
(SQM). All runs are created using SQM, in combination with Equation 3. Weight parameters are determined using the training collection.
RL1 Use SQM for current query only: α = 1

Retrieval Framework

RL2 Use SQM for current query and previous queries,
but no result snippets: α = 0.6, β = 1

For retrieval we use a standard KL-divergence approach,
with Bayesian smoothing using a Dirichlet prior.

3.2

Collection

We made use of the English portion of the Clueweb A document collection. We did not use any form of stemming and
removed a conservative list of 588 stopwords. We removed
the 70% of the documents most likely to be spam according to the Waterloo fused spam scores [2]. Some Wikipedia
pages were classified as spam using this algorithm, however, we kept these pages in the collection as we consider
Wikipedia to be valuable knowledge resource.
We created two indexes. For the first index, the content
index, we stripped all html from the documents and indexed
the resulting plain text using the Indri retrieval engine. For
the second index, the anchor-text index, we represented each
document by the anchor text of URLs pointing to that document.

3.3

Runs

All submitted runs were Category A runs.
1 Provided
2 We

RL4 Use SQM for current query and previous queries,
and create query from previously clicked results
without SQM: α = 0.5, β = 0.8
UvAlearning Runs combine several ranking features using
learning to rank on an external collection (RL1-3) or
from implicit feedback (RL4) as described in §2.3.
RL1 Learn weights using the external collection; features: anchor text, UvAmodeling.RL1, UvAsemantic.RL1
RL2 Learn weights using the external collection; features: anchor text, UvAmodeling.RL2, UvAsemantic.RL2
RL3 Learn weights using the external collection; features: anchor text, UvAmodeling.RL3, UvAsemantic.RL3

Training Data

To create training sessions, we worked backwards from
queries for which we had relevance assessments. We selected queries from the Million Query Track 2009. For each
query, we wrote an information need for which the querywould be a reasonable last query qm . Then we performed
search sessions in Clueweb092 based on that information
need and we recorded the result pages and our clicks.

3.4

RL3 Use SQM for current query and previous queries,
and create query from previously displayed results without SQM: α = 0.5, β = 0.5

online at http://code.google.com/p/sofia-ml/.
used http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Services/

RL4 Uses the same features as UvAlearning.RL3, but
learns weights using implicit feedback, as described in §2.3.

4

Results

Result overviews for our submissions are shown in Table 1
and Table 2. We show results according to nDCG@10, as
this gives a good indication of the quality of the top 10 search
results.
The best run type overall was UvAmodeling. For this
run, we did not use query expansion or implicit learning, but
linearly interpolated results from the current query with results from previous queries and result clicks. This approach

Table 1: Result overview for all runs in terms of nDCG@10,
considering only those documents relevant to the subtopics
of the last query as relevant. The highest score pfr each experimental condition is indicated in bold.
Run type
UvAmodeling
UvAsemantic
UvAlearning

RL1
0.238
0.186
0.211

RL2
0.238
0.181
0.199

RL3
0.232
0.208
0.233

RL4
0.254
0.192
0.173

Table 2: Result overview for all runs in terms of nDCG@10,
considering those documents relevant to the whole topic of
the session. The highest score for each experimental condition is indicated in bold.
Run
RL1
RL2
RL3
RL4
UvAmodeling
0.337 0.337 0.349 0.412
UvAsemantic
0.285 0.305 0.355 0.329
UvAlearning
0.321 0.324 0.400 0.293

gained the highest performance under experimental conditions RL1, RL2, and RL4. It also achieved the highest overall score. The highest performing run type under condition
RL3 was UvAlearning.
Looking in more detail at the UvAmodeling run set, we
see that performance did not increase between RL1 and RL2;
this was due to a a bug in the system. This means that we
cannot conclusively state whether incorporating results from
previously issued queries improves performance for the current query in this setting. However, when we add information from previously displayed results (RL3), we see that
performance goes down when evaluating with only the documents relevant to only the last subtopic. However, when
evaluating with documents relevant to the whole topic of
the session, performance increases. Finally, performance increases for both types of evaluation when we add information from previously clicked result snippets under RL4, and
indeed this is where we attain the best performance.
Regarding our learning approaches, where weights for linear weighted combinations of runs were learned from either
external data, or implicit feedback, we find few improvements over individual runs. The runs UvAlearning.RL[1-2]
outperform the UvAsemantic runs, but score lower than the
UvAmodeling runs. The reason may be that semantic modeling performs better on the external collection than on the
TREC session track data, so that weights for this run are over
estimated by the learning approach. In the RL3 series, where
scores for UvAsemantic are higher, the benefit of combining
weights increases, so that UvAlearning.RL3 outperforms all
other runs in this series.
Moving to the run UvAlearning.RL4, we see that scores
are substantially lower than for UvAlearning.RL3, which
uses the same features and learning algorithm, but training data extracted from implicit feedback. We conclude that
the click data associated with the current sessions does not
contain enough information to provide useful feedback for
learning to rank.

strategy, based on probabilistic session modeling, was the
best performing strategy.
Our second strategy, based on semantic query modeling,
did less well than we expected, likely due to topic drift from
excessively aggressive query expansion. We expect that performance of this strategy would improve by limiting the
number of terms and/or improving the probability estimates.
With respect to our third strategy, based on learning from
feedback, we found that learning weights for linear weighted
combinations of features from an external collection can be
beneficial, if characteristics of the collection are similar to
the current data. Feedback available in the form of user
clicks appeared to be less beneficial. Our run learning from
implicit feedback did perform substantially lower than a run
where weights were learned from an external collection with
explicit feedback using the same learning algorithm and set
of features.
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Conclusion

We have described the participation of the University of Amsterdam’s ILPS group in the session track at TREC 2011. In
our experiments we examined three complementary strategies for improving retrieval for a current query. Our first
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